ABSTRACT Internet protocol TV (IPTV) services could enhance personalized viewing experience in a more interactive way than traditional broadcast TV systems, but it is still difficult for subscribers to quickly find interesting channels to watch from a huge selection. This paper focuses on a framework for personalized live channel recommending via deep learning from a historical switching sequence with a long short-term memory (LSTM) neural network. Using real-world IPTV watching logs, we first obtained insights into user behaviors when watching live channels, and then proposed a learning scheme on how to dynamically generate a recommended channel list for each user with an independent LSTM net trained using the channel watching history during a slide window. For designing a good data architecture and representation scheme for a dynamically learning framework, we then studied the performance of the proposed recommendation method by varying the width of the slide window for training, the length of input sequence for prediction, and the mode to process input and label space. We finally developed a separate learning method to fairly recommend for popular (hot) or unpopular (cold) channels, respectively, based on channel popularity in the training set with an extra price of a possible hit lag after recommendation, in order to alleviate the Matthew effect arising from the conventional recommendation based on historical information. The experimental results show LSTM succeeds in learning from a historical channel switching sequence, outperforms several baseline recommendation methods, especially for hot channels, and the classified recommendation by separate learning brings an overall performance gain.
I. INTRODUCTION
Internet Protocol TV (IPTV) is a significant advancement in the TV industry and also brings some new challenges to viewers. An IPTV platform usually provides so many live channels that it becomes difficult for a viewer to quickly find the next interesting channel to watch whenever he wants to switch channel. The viewer has to keep zapping until reaching an interesting one. Long channel switching response time seriously degrades the user Quality-of-Experience (QoE). Meanwhile, frequent switches between unwanted channels consume excessive resources at both server and client sides. It is therefore of necessity and significance for IPTV systems to mine the potential interests of viewers and guide them to quickly find interesting channels to watch. We design a recommender system to dynamically generate personalized Electronic Program Guide (EPG) to achieve this goal. Recommendation Systems (RS) can be used to filter out some unwanted channels. Meanwhile, the conventional recommenders based on the previous choices probably lead to the so called ''Matthew effect''. Unpopular channels have less chance to be presented to viewers to gain popularity. Therefore, we also intend to develop a separate learning method for popular and unpopular channels and recommend them fairly.
IPTV offers both live TV broadcasting and video on demand (VOD), but there is a major difference between them. Popular VOD services, such as Netflix and YouTube, can provide video recommendations for their users. In this paper, we focus on recommendation of live TV channels. Unlike VOD content, a live TV channel consists of a succession of programs. A live streaming server streams channel programs following a pre-arranged schedule in the form of EPG. However, it is inconvenient for users to browse through a long EPG to find the next channel to watch. Instead, they just keep zapping through channels until hitting an interesting one. RS of live channels generates a personalized short channel list for a user to consider. If the generated recommendation list matches the user's interest well, it will greatly reduce the channel zapping time and alleviate resource consumption in the IPTV system. Besides EPG recommended list, accurate channel prediction can guide channel pre-loading for fast channel switching. For example, Yang and Liu [1] introduced some relevant contents of channel switching in IP-based TV systems in detail. However, from the recommendation point of view, the characteristics of live channels are more sophisticated than VOD contents. First, the most significant character is the time-awareness of live channels. All programs are delivered with a pre-arranged schedule. If a viewer wants to watch a specific program, he has to switch to a channel at a specific time when the program is broadcasted on that channel. On the contrary, VOD systems let a viewer watch any content at anytime. And then, the watch duration of live channels has more diverged distribution than VOD contents with certain expectation of playback length. Thirdly, a user often keeps zapping and generates lots of browsing records within a short duration until he finds an interesting channel. Those channel zapping records do not reveal real user interests and have to be filtered out as noise.
Focusing on a historical channel switching sequence in IPTV logs, we propose a Personalized Channel Recommendation System, called PCRS, based on a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) neural network [2] - [4] , which is a classical Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). Only by learning from one-dimension vectors consisting of channel switching sequences, the PCRS works very well and gains good recommendation performance. Although it is helpful for a conventional recommendation system to fuse some channel/TV program meta data and descriptions, user profiles, and social connections among them, this paper focuses on studying the impact of the channel switching sequence adopted in the PCRS. Our experimental results demonstrate that LSTM significantly outperforms the other baselines and our prior methods [5] by only using the channel sequence vector. In PCRS, we design a sliding window to dynamically generate recommended channels list while PCRS implicitly processes varying channel labels in real time series to enhance the efficiency of the LSTM algorithm. The LSTM of each user is trained with the recent channel watching activities in the current sliding window. Then, it is used to predict which channels the user is likely to watch the next. For comparison, we also introduce several baseline channel RS models. We compare their performance using experiments driven by real IPTV user channel watching logs provided by a middle-scale IPTV provider in southern China.
In fact, a majority of the current recommendation algorithms, reviewed in Sec. II, are driven by historical information. They probably lead to the so-called Matthew effect [6] , in which unpopular channels will seldom be presented to viewers to gain popularity. In recent, from a probabilistic viewpoint, Rocío and Pablo analyzed the effectiveness of popularity in recommender systems [45] . To alleviate this Matthew effect, we further propose a separate learning (SL) approach for recommending TV channels with different popularity. That is, we recommend hot channels for the user with an artificial neural network (ANN) trained with previous popular channels in watching logs (called HANN). Likewise, we recommend cold channels for the user with another ANN network trained with the unpopular channels in the same period (called CANN). Here, we consider a channel being hot if its popularity is more than a given threshold (e.g. > 4%) in the training set, otherwise as cold. Moreover, some hot channels of a viewer are maybe cold referring to another viewer, vice versa, because one channel has probably different popularity in logs for different viewers. By giving fair recommendation chance for popular and unpopular channels, the SL approach is able to mitigate the Matthew effect, even though not completely wipe it out. Our main contributions are summarized as follows.
1) We presented a framework of personalized channel realtime recommendation systems (PCRS) using LSTM to learn from a channel switching sequence for live channel recommendation of each user.
2) Through extensive experiments on real IPTV user behavior logs, we found some fundamental characteristics on the channel recommendation system's performance and insight into the impact from the width of sliding training window, the length of input sequence for LSTM, the data organization of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN).
3) We found that the proposed PCRS is well suitable for recommending popular/hot channels while we presented a separate learning method to improve the recommendation performance by fairly processing unpopular/cold channels and popular/hot ones.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec.II discusses the related work, and Sec.III focuses IPTV user behaviors analyses. We propose the framework of PCRS, and the LSTM model, baselines and evaluation methods associated with PCRS in Sec.IV. Furthermore, Sec.V presents data representation and organization for PCRS. The experimental results and analyses are reported in Sec.VI. We also make a discussion in Sec.VII, and draw a conclusion in Sec.VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
This work focuses on a LSTM-based TV live channel recommendation system. In this section, we briefly go through the related work on recommender system, recommendation on TV programs and live TV channels, and the applications of LSTM neural networks in related research. VOLUME 6, 2018 A. RECOMMENDER SYSTEM In nature, live channel recommendation is a branch of recommender systems, which studies the patterns of user behaviors and suggests items of potential interests of users. A literature review of recommender system [7] introduced a variety of RSs. Nowadays, RS has been widely applied in news [8] , music [9] , movies [10] , health [11] , [12] , telecom products [13] , electronic commerce [14] and so on. Zhang et al. [15] utilized real-time micro-blogging information to recommend news for target users. Briguez et al. [16] proposed a novel movie RS for a family, which used Defeasible Logic Programming (DeLP) to decide whether a movie suggestion should be sent to a user. Social network based top-K recommender was studied in [17] . Collaborative filtering is widely used in recommender systems and can be combined with other methods to improve recommendation accuracy. For example, Ling et al. [18] combined contentbased filtering (CB) and collaborative filtering (CF) to generate recommendation. Graph-based recommendation also absorbs some research interest [19] . Zhang [20] presented a novel group recommender system, and the diversity of group recommendation was investigated in [21] . Although cold boot and group diversity are the research hotspot of RS at present, few people study on classified learning by popularity in the training set. We particularly focus on how to provide a fair chance for unpopular contents.
B. RECOMMENDING TV PROGRAMS AND CHANNELS
We consider TV program recommendation as the most related work to live channel recommendation because of the same TV application background. The main difference between recommending live channels and TV programs and others is the time-effectiveness. For an instance, a video in a VOD repository can be selected by viewers at anytime after being recommended. TV programs in live channels are broadcasted according to some fixed schedule. Recommendations ought to be generated to match the program schedule to be effective. Therefore, the goal of live channel recommendation is to match the interest of a viewer when he/she wants to watch it. However, in the past, more attention has been paid to program content in TV program recommendation. We treat a TV channel as a time series comprising of TV programs. Channel recommendation is to serve for those interested in a channel but not for a detail program of the channel. We need to take more factors into account in channel recommendation than TV program recommendation, but some of recommendation methods on TV programs can also be used in channels recommendation.
1) TV PROGRAM RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation of individual TV programs broadcasted on each channel has been studied in recent years. Ras et al. [22] gave a nice survey on TV program recommendation. Many studies on TV program recommendation are based on collaborative filtering [15] , [23] , [24] . Kim et al. [23] proposed a new algorithm that clusters TV users and recommends TV programs without using user program ratings. Zhang et al. [15] combined TV program recommendation with social network information using probabilistic matrix factorization and achieved good performance. With the current tide of machine learning, ANN has been adopted for TV program recommendation [25] , [26] . Pyo et al. [27] used LDA to recommend TV programs, Kristic and Bjelica [25] used Resilient Back-Propagation and Extreme Learning Machine to predict the type of TV programs users like. In fact, a TV program is broadcasted on a TV channel according to some schedule, and it is a great challenge to recommend a suitable program for a viewer when she/he happens to switch to the channel. Similar to live streaming, a channel recommender, instead of a program recommender, is more suitable for live broadcast.
2) LIVE CHANNEL RECOMMENDATION
Live channel recommendation is important for IPTV services, but has received less attention than TV program recommendation. Unlike a TV program recommender, the channel RS works in realtime to recommend to a user the next channel to watch. Zui et al. [28] provided a hybrid preference-aware recommendation algorithm. Ning et al. [29] discussed the difficulty of live channel recommendation and proposed ways to intelligently recommend channels to users. Oh et al. [30] studied when to recommend TV channels to users without annoying them. Bahn and Baek [31] analyzed user channel watching behaviors to recommend channels. Zhu et al. [32] presented a personalized approach based on label of contents in 2014. In [5] , we utilized a subset of real IPTV watching logs and integrated a variety of methods to predict next channel.
C. LSTM AND OUR WORK
Different from the related work, this paper focuses on a personalized live channel recommendation using LSTM to learn from a historical switching sequence (channel IDs) of each user, by which the results of this paper outperform those using a fusion of conventional channel recommenders in our prior work [5] . LSTM is a well-known recurrent neural network (RNN) [2] , [3] and the academic community shows strong interest in deep learning by LSTM [4] in recent years, especially in Natural Language Processing (NLP) [33] , Semantic Video Segmentation [34] , financial data analysis [35] , and so on. We seldom found LSTM to be used for TV channel recommendation. The similar work to our research is related to time series process with modified GRU in film and music recommendations [36] , and modified LSTM in music and literature citation recommendations [37] . We furthermore researched on a separated RS model for hot and cold channels, which is not found in previous work.
III. USER BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS
For precisely designing the data architecture of an IPTV RS, we first focus on analyzing user behaviors of watching live channels. An IPTV server can collect the watching history of users' Set-Top-Box (STB) and store them into a database. A user typically visits IPTV channels in the following ways: 1) Start a channel watching session; 2) Watch the channel; 3) Change into the next channel; 4) Terminate the current watching session. The traces from the process of SWCT generate IPTV logs. A dataset used in this paper is the user channel watching logs of a major IPTV service provider in Southern China. There are totally 220k devices and 156 channels in the original dataset, which includes tons of user channel zapping information and other noises. For training and predicting, we provide 3 fundamental rules for data preprocessing based on statistical measure in the IPTV dataset with the consideration of the duration of channel watching, the gap between watching sessions and the popularity of channels. The 3 rules are listed as follows, Rule 1: to extract channel watching records with the duration ranging from ten seconds to one hour;
Rule 2: the gap between two adjacent channel switching records should be less than 20s, otherwise it should be to shut down and restart to Watch TV (abbr. SARWT);
Rule 3: if the number of accesses to a channel by a subscriber is more than the threshold percentageh of total number of channel accesses, the channel is called a hot channel for the subscriber, otherwise the channel is considered cold.
The primary problem of IPTV channel recommendation is to recommend hot channels, because the cold ones would contribute only a little to A cc . We define an empirical parameter, notedh, to distinguish hot and cold channels on the per-user basis and find 4% is a good empirical value ofh by sampling investigation on the IPTV dataset. Based on this definition, the histogram of the number of hot channels of a user is shown in Fig.3(d) , from which we find only a few popular channels, about 7 to 11 channels, are frequently accessed by a user. However, it would be unfair for cold channels recommendation if we only take the popularity into account, the recommendation based on distribution of channels choices would furthermore lead to a critical Matthew effect [6] , [38] . To alleviate this phenomenon, we presented a classified recommendation based on the popularity with a fair chance for specially recommending cold channels.
In the following experiments, we extract channel sequence data according to Rule1 and Rule 2 from the original data set, and form the switching channel chain for training and testing. Rule 3 will be used for enhancing learning performance. In detail, the 3 rules originate from statistics analysis of this dataset shown in Sec. III-A, Sec. III-B, and Sec. III-C. As for a sample of the watching logs, each entry consists of four fields: {Device_id, Channel_Number, Start_Time, Duration}. Here, Device_ID denotes a subscriber, i.e., a user or a family; Channel_Number represents the channel the user is watching; Start_Time is when the user starts watching this channel; and Duration is how long the user stays in the channel.
A. DURATION OF LIVE CHANNEL WATCHING
The main goal of live channel RS is to recommend the next interesting channel for a user to watch whenever he/she is done with watching a channel. To mine the actual interest of a user, we have to filter out zapping channels and channels not actively watched. Since the user logs do not directly tag user channel zapping and leaving events, we have to infer these events by examining the channel watching duration. As for the IPTV dataset, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of watching duration shorter than one minute is shown in Fig.1 (a) , from which we found about 45% of them are shorter than 10 seconds. This suggests that a mass of zapping events for finding interesting channels. Fig.1(b) shows the CDF of watching duration less than one hour, in which over 83% of them are shorter than twenty minutes. Fig. 1 (c) is the CDF of all duration, in which more than 94% of user watching duration is less than one hour. That is, 0.94 * 0.83 (over three-fourth) of the all the durations are less than 10 minutes. In the prior work [5] , we paid much attention to long viewing duration behavior in range of [10 minutes, 5 hours]. However, the above statistics show that a majority of viewing durations are less than 10 minutes. We thus extend our duration range to cover more view durations in this paper. In addition, durations shorter than 10 seconds are considered as zapping and should be filtered out. Similar statistics have been obtained in prior work [39] , [40] . Consequently, to mine user watching interest and generate meaningful recommendation, our PCRS only focuses on channel watching records with duration in the range of [10seconds, 1hour]. Empirically, we propose Rule 1 for data pre-processing. Note that the duration is only used for selecting effective viewing or switching records and not acted as an input for ANN training in PCRS.
B. GAP BETWEEN WATCHING SESSIONS
How to identify boundary between two watching sessions is a critical issue. A STB produces a record for each channel watching event by a user and sends it to an IPTV database. There is no explicit record about when the user turns on/off his TV to start/end a watching session. Two adjacent records produced by a subscriber's STB are possibly derived from two cases. One is switching from one channel to another within the same watching session, the other is to Shut down and Restart to Watch TV (abbr. SARWT), i.e., the two records belong to two different sessions. As shown in Fig.2 , user n starts to watch ch b at the time t b,begin after he finishes watching Ch a at t a,end . The gap between the two records is t = t b,begin − t a,end . We use t to infer the boundary between two sessions, that is, a SARWT event occurs if t > Th. The CDF of intervals between two adjacent records is shown in Fig. 2(b) . To determine the value of Th, we notice that about 66.71% of records on t are less than 2 seconds, 79.16% less than 5 seconds, and 92% less than 20 seconds. Thus, we define a discrimination rule to detect boundary between sessions: if the interval of two adjacent records is less than 20s, we consider the user switches from one channel to another within the same session; if t more than 20s, we assume the user turns off TV first and restarts another session later (SARWT). Different from conventional channel switching, SARWT events actually are noise for RS and should be marked out and processed in special way when we construct a training sequence. Thus, we present Rule 2. 
C. POPULARITY OF CHANNELS
In the original logs, there are 156 channels, the popularity of each channel is different among different user populations. We plot a histogram of how many channels visited by a typical user during one week as shown in Fig.3 (a) . The numbers of visited channels of most users range from 6 to 50. To gain an insight into the characteristic of switching between channels, we model the behavior of channel switching as a n × n square matrix M nn if there are n channels in an IPTV system. To make a better presentation of switching process, for each subscriber, we reorder the channel IDs in descent according to their popularity for the subscriber. The hotter the channel, the smaller the channel ID. That is, a less accessed channel has a higher ID. We set matrix entry M nn (i, j) as the count of switching from Channel i into Channel j. We visualize the switching matrix of the typical subscriber in Fig.3(b) and Fig.3(c) , in which the depth of color at (i, j) represents the frequency of switches from channel i to j. It's obvious in Fig.3(b) that the channel switches are concentrated in the upper left corner. To see more clearly, we zoom in to focus on channel switching to/from the top 20 channels in Fig.3(c) . It is clearly shown that the vast majority of channel switches occur between the top 10 popular channels, which is similar to the work on movies of Bjelica [42] . We use the empirical parameterh to distinguish hot and cold channels on the peruser basis and give out the aforesaid Rule 3.
IV. PERSONALIZED LIVE CHANNEL RECOMMENDER
After user behavior analyses, we first propose the framework of PCRS, and then introduce the adopted LSTM model and several relevant problems.
The PCRS utilizes LSTM neural networks for IPTV realtime live channel recommendation whenever a user wants 50828 VOLUME 6, 2018 to switch channel, and the weights of the neural networks would be updated every day so as to be adapted to the evolution of user behaviors and channel characteristics. Our proposed methods based LSTM neural networks can work not only in client but also in server. Fig. 4 illustrates the overall framework of server-based PCRS. In an IPTV system, a user's TV watching logs are collected from the STB, a Customer Premise Equipment (CPE), and then sent to a central database at the IPTV server side. PCRS uses the collected logs to train an ANN and finally pushes a recommended channel list to the STB of each target user. As for OTT-based TV applications, the clients are connected to the central server through Internet. PCRS running on the server will dynamically generate a personalized EPG, which will be shown on the screen of the target client in forms of fading-in and fading-out, floating or barrage, etc. Also, a client-based PCRS can learn with its own watching TV logs and conduct an individual recommendation with no need of data from other viewers' STBs.
In PCRS, an ANN is trained with user channel watching logs in a sliding window, the width of which is a tunable parameter denoted as W . Fig. 5 illustrates the work principle of PCRS with the following steps for recommending channels to a target user.
In this paper, we customize LSTM for IPTV channel recommending. Note that, the channel sequence of switching can be considered to be equivalent with that of viewing, after zapping noise and SARWT are filtered.
A. LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY IN THE MODEL
It is well known that LSTM has an innate ability of representing time series. In IPTV, the channels watched by a user within a period naturally form a time series. Inspired by NLP [33] , we use the channel switching sequences of a user as input vectors to generate an output vector that indicates the next channel the user wants to watch. The skeleton of LSTM sequence is shown in Fig.6(a) , and the internal detail of a LSTM cell is shown in Fig.6(b) . In Fig.6(a) , x t , · · · , x t+n are the most recent n + 1 channels watched by the user, y t+n is the next channel he/she is likely to switch into. Here, n denotes the location of the node in the sequence. As illustrated in Fig.6(c) , we customized the LSTM model referring to [35] and [41] and formulated it as follows:
Here, i t , o t , f t denote input, output and forget gates at time t, respectively. And g t denotes the distorted input to the memory cell at time t, c t denotes the content of memory cell, h t denotes the value of hidden node, the symbol denotes an element-wise product operation. For LSTM training,ŷ t represents the predicted likelihood of output channels with a softmax function, y * t denotes the vector [43] of input labels transformed from the original channel number, andŷ t = softmax(h t W hy + b y ), here b y denotes a bias. When training, the weights (W hy ) are adjusted with stochastic gradient descent (SGD) while the loss function is based on a given distance between y * t andŷ t . We also illustrate the connections between the hidden layer and the output layer in Fig. 6(b) , and the internal structure of a LSTM cell in Fig. 6 (c) referring to [41] . As shown in Fig.6(b) , both input nodes and output nodes have the same vector length M , namely the number of channels in a IPTV system, e.g., M = 156 in our dataset. And Q represents the number of hidden nodes and is set to be 30 for each unit of the LSTM in the latter experiments. After training the ANN via multiple iterations, we obtain the output likelihood vectorŷ t+n , and then compute argtopK (ŷ j t ) of candidate channels, and finally form a recommended list.
B. BASELINE RECOMMENDERS
To compare with LSTM, we introduce several baseline Top-K recommenders, called PS (i.e. Personal Schedule in [5] ), PP (i.e. Personal Popularity in [5] ), collaborative filtering by Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) in [24] and a proposed SVD PW (Pairwise), respectively. VOLUME 6, 2018 
1) PS
In order to generate Top-K recommendation list for a target user u at time t, we first find the time slot to which t belongs. In the experiments on PS, we divide each hour into four time slots, and each slot lasts for 15 minutes. We then calculate how many times user u accessed each channel in the same time slot of every day in the sliding window. All the channels user u watched are ranked in descent by their accessed frequencies, and the Top-K channels in the ranked list will be recommended to the user. For example, if a target user u wants to switch channel at 9 : 23 am, and the sliding window is W ( e.g. 7 days ), the top K channels that u watched the most from 9 : 15 a.m. to 9 : 30 a.m. every day in the previous week will be recommended to user u.
2) PP
Unlike PS, all the channels are ranked based on the number of accesses by the target user in the whole sliding window, regardless of the time slot in the day. Like PS, the top K channels that user u watched the most in the previous week will be recommended to user u.
3) SVD
As for SVD used in channel recommendation systems, we construct a score matrix S c , in which the row means user ID, the column stands for channel ID, and the value of cell of the matrix (S c (i, j) ) is the probability of user i switching into channel j.
4) SVD PW
Under the framework of CF with general SVD, we further propose another SVD method based on the pairwise channel switching probability, called SVD PW, by which we build a switching score matrix with the probability of the pairs of two adjacent channels watched by one user.
More details have already been used for studying channels recommendation on the dataset and relevant results were shown by Yu et al. [5] .
C. DEFINITION OF EVALUATION METRICS
For the performance evaluation, we defined an accuracy (noted A cc ) as following formula in the work.
Here, A cc (u, K , d) represents the Top-K recommendation hit ratio of the user u on day d, A cc (K ) denotes that of all the users during D days, N d u denotes the total recommending times of user u on day d, U is the total number of users, R i (u, K ) is the set of the recommended K channels to user u before the ith channel switch, RealCh i (u) is the real channel watched by user u after the i-th recommendation event, and I(·) represents the indicator function. Based on the aforementioned workflow model of PCRS and the illustration of Fig. 5 , the recommending events will occur step-by-step when watching TV channels, so the precision can be considered to be equal to the recall because the times to recommend are equal to the times to watch in the recommendation system. For avoiding confusion on meaning of precision and recall, we adopted a unified metric of A cc defined as Eqt. (2) and Eqt.(3) if there is no particular declaration in the paper.
V. DATA ORGANIZATION AND REPRESENTATION
Data organization and representation in the LSTM architecture have significant impacts on the performance. We design an independent LSTM neural network in the PCRS for each viewer to learn from his/her historical channel switching sequences, involving in data representation, sequence construction, sliding window, channel label compression, randomization of training data, and popularity-based channel classification.
A. DATA ORGANIZATION FOR TRAINING 1) HOW TO SELECT USERS?
Based on the statistical analysis in Sec.III, we need to extract useful data from the original dataset and then load them into 50830 VOLUME 6, 2018 our model. The watching duration in the original dataset ranges from 1 second to several hours. According to Rule 1 in Sec.III, the record whose duration is outside of [10seconds, 1hour] should be filtered out. To provide enough training data for the model, we chose the users who switched channels more than 300 times. As a result, 1.62 million records from 3k STBs were finally extracted from the original data from 220k STBs for our experiments.
2) HOW TO CONSTRUCT TRAINING SEQUENCES?
We need to make LSTM work well with a suitable representation of training data. According to [26] , the sequentially watched channels of a viewer can be treated as a channel sequence. In spite of the behavior of SARWT, we assume a user turns off TV at the end of a day. The construction of the training sequence is similar to an overlapped slide window. Given the watched channel sequence of a certain viewer on some day, e.g., x 1 , x 2 , ..., x L , here L denotes the total length of the switch sequence. How should we convert it to training sequences for LSTM? In our solution, a training matrix X and an output label matrix Y are designed as Eqt. (4) and Eqt. (5), respectively. At first, we can set the length of training sequence (noted L ts ), Secondly, we may divide the original sequence into a series of input training sequences with the given length (L ts ) as Eqt. (4). Thirdly, the output labels for training are created as in Eqt. (5), which is essentially the input matrix X shifted ahead by one time unit. Except for the first and the last channel in the switch sequence, each channel acts as the input of next channel, as well as the label of the last one in the training matrix. The size of the matrix is L ts * (L − L ts ).
Note that, according to Rule 2, the first watched channel after a SARWT event cannot act as label, but only as input in training. Similarly, the last watched channel before a SARWT event cannot act as input but only as label. That is, a SARWT event leads to a vacancy of original watching sequence and a training process should jump over the SARWT location. At the same time, to avoid local minimum, we randomly permute the rows of X (Eq.4) and Y (Eq.5) (X and Y using the same permutation order) for training.
3) HOW TO COMPRESS CHANNEL LABEL SPACE?
In the harnessed LSTM model, the data type as polynomial or string cannot be directly applied for computing in neurons. The processing of channel labels become therefore unavoidable and significant in use of LSTM neurons. Here, the label space refers to the range of channel number.
The original number of a channel in the dataset acts as the identification and the distance between two channel numbers has no numerical significance. Each user often watched only a few of the channels provided by the TV vendors. Although the number of cold channels is usually more than that of hot channels for a viewer, the number of switches between cold channels is much less than that between hot channels. In our experiments, hot and cold channels are classified by Rule 3 in Sec.III. Note that the channel popularity of each user is different. Furthermore, we found a compact label space can improve the accuracy and reduce computation costs.
Although there are 156 channels in our dataset, the actual number of channels watched by a viewer in a given duration is much less than 156 and varied every day. For all channels watched by each user in each training window, we compress their IDs into a compact set by a hash operation, noted as 
B. TWO FACTORS ON DATA PROVISION 1) LENGTH OF CHANNEL SEQUENCE
With respect to the recommendation of LSTM, we need to set the length of an input sequence, denoted as parameter L ts , which is also the number of rows in input training matrix X . L ts determines how much information of LSTM can be used for prediction. For an instance, if L ts = 5 in LSTM, the last five watched channels of a viewer are used for predicting the next channel he/she is likely watch. In theory, there exists a L ts to achieve the highest accuracy. In our experiments, L ts does affect A cc , and we empirically found a good L ts . Intuitively, the shorter the sequence length, the less information the model can get. Inversely, if one sets L ts too long, the memory of LSTM may be interfered, and the computation cost for training will accordingly increase. More discussion of this trade-off will be addressed in Sec.VI-A.
2) WIDTH OF TRAINING WINDOW
TV programs in IPTV live channels are updated every day by IPTV providers. In general view, the older watching traces might no longer be relevant for the current recommendation, and the newer would influence the prediction. In the PCRS, we define a parameter W as the width of the sliding training window. Fig. 7 illustrates how a recommendation model is trained with the sliding window.
Let t a be the start time and W the width of a training window, with day as time unit, the PCRS uses the watching logs in [t a , t a+W ] for training, and predicts what a user will prefer at each channel switch in the day of t a+W +1 . When the training window slides forward one day at the end of the current day, the logs at t a+W +1 become training data while data in day t a are discarded, that is, and the staring time for training becomes t a+1 . Intuitively, if W is too small, there is a lack of training data. Conversely, a larger W might meet higher training cost and noisy old data. It has been demonstrated in [35] that the amount of data has a significant impact on prediction performance in deep learning by LSTM. The appropriate sliding window size W is of importance for the performance of our model. Further discussion will be presented in Sec.VI-B.
C. CLASSIFIED LEARNING BY CHANNEL POPULARITY
In the work, we found the channel popularity has a great impact on the recommending performance. Based on aforementioned Rule 3 in Sec.III, a channel is classified as hot if its popularity is greater thanh, otherwise cold. That is, for different viewers, a channel has probably different popularity. We found that a hot channel has better recommendation accuracy than a cold channel with the given neural networks.
To improve the overall recommendation accuracy, we design a classified learning method based on channel popularity, called separated learning (abbr. SL), as described in Algorithm 1. Its core idea involves in following steps. First, to train a hot ANN (called HANN) with hot channels and a cold ANN (called CANN) with cold channels, respectively; and then it will recommend a channel with the trained HANN when the user is watching a hot channel, and do so with the trained CANN for the next recommendation if the user is watching a cold channel. In addition, the PCRS will skip to next if a watching channel is not in the training set, which belongs to the cold boot problem and the discussion is out of the scope of this paper. In theory, the recommendation precision of separated learning is related to the ratio of the hot channels to cold channels and their own precisions in testing set. Here, we give out the accuracy (precision) of using SL method for user u on the dth test day, noted A SL (u, d), and A SL representing the overall average, as follows,
where D is the total test days, U is the total number of users, P h (u, d) denotes the ratio of hot channels, P c (u, d) is the ratio of cold channels, and A c (u, d) and A h (u, d) represent the accuracy of recommending for cold channels and hot channels, respectively. In this work, we found the cold channels actually act as noise and degrade the overall accuracy of recommendation. In practice, high recommendation performance will be achieved after filtering out cold channels. Moreover, the presented separated learning method outperforms the composite learning (called CL). More comparison between CL and SL is demonstrated in Sec.VI-C. On the contrary, recommending with the knowledge in training set would lead to a Matthew effect [6] , [38] of channels access in the future. The presented separate learning method can schedule a trained LSTM model to recommend another cold channel for the latter when he is watching a cold channel. Although the hit may not happen at the next channel switch and there are maybe some lags for the response to the recommended channel, the recall rate increases in obvious, especially for cold channels. On achieving the more effective separate learning recommendation for instant response via some modification of Algorithm1, there is still more work to be done in future.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND ANALYSIS
A series of experiments were conducted to evaluate the impact from a variety of factors related to the proposed recommendation system. Here, we selected 162M records from the original logs of 220k users, after excluding the noise records based on aforementioned Rule 1 and Rule 2 in Sec.III. We submitted a subset related to channel switches of 300 IPTV viewers on IEEE Dataport [44] . The proposed PCRS works and rolls day-by-day after the 8th in the month, but the data from the 1st to the 7th are used as an initial training set. In comparison to prior methods, we conduct several groups of experiments to recommend top-K channels. , x denotes the user ID in the decreasing order of the switching frequency. The pink curve refers to L ts = 5, the green curve denotes the logarithm of the mean of ψ(:, j ) when j∈ (0, 5), the cyan is that when j∈ (5, 20) , and the yellow is when j∈ (0, 20). We zoom in the top 300 users at the bottom-left, where color represents the result from a real L ts .
We set epoch to be 7, batch size 5, and learning rate of SGD 0.01, respectively, as main parameters of the LSTM neural networks used in the following experiments. And we intend to investigate the impact on recommendation accuracy (actually referring to the precision (A cc ) in the paper) from the length of sequence (L ts ), the width of training data window (W ), learning methods based on the channel popularity, channel ID compression, etc.
A. IMPACTS OF INPUT SEQUENCE LENGTH
The construction of an input sequence is significant and sophisticated in a LSTM model. In order to explore the impact of input sequence length, many experiments have been conducted for learning and testing with real user behavioral logs. In fact, we found the sensitivity to L ts varies with the amount of training data. The more abundant switches, the more remarkable impact from the change of L ts . On the contrary, it has no significant effect on improving the performance if the training data of a user is too sparse. To clarify this fact, we define an evaluation metric, noted as ψ, which is formulated as ψ(i, j) =
)} means the improvement of recommendation accuracy for user u when increasing L ts from 1 to j. ψ(i, j) represents the average improvement of the first i users. Lower frequency users have less sensitivity for the change of L ts , as shown at the bottom-right portion of the curve in Fig.8 . It is thus reasonable for the LSTM to predict the next channel for a viewer using the five channels she/he has watched in the recent past. More demonstration on L ts is shown at the bottom of Fig.8 .
These results demonstrated the philosophy on LSTM: 1) the sequence length influences the recommending performance to some extent, but a longer sequence is not always better than the shorter for predicting; 2) the user frequently watching TV is more sensitive to the change of sequence; 3) sparse user data have a poor and non-determinate contribution on the improvement of recommendation performance if nothing is taken into account except for the change of sequence length. It is therefore of necessity to find new chance for unpopular channels in other aspects.
B. IMPACTS OF TRAINING WINDOW WIDTH
The experimental result on the LSTM model shows that the performance increases with the growth of width of training windows, but the increase ratio slows down. The width of the training window is denoted as W in units of days in PCRS. We change W from 1 to 9 for LSTM with L ts = 5. As shown in Fig.9 (a) , the accuracy increases accordingly with the window size. However, the accuracy increase rate slows down with the increase of W . Meanwhile, the larger the window size, the longer the training time. We illustrate the training time cost and the accuracy together in Fig.9(b) . Here, the actual computation time has been already normalized. It's obvious that the system consumes the lowest time and obtains the lowest accuracy when W = 1, due to the insufficiency of training data. A larger W means more data for training. The highest accuracy is achieved at window size of W = 9, and the relative improvement of accuracy is about 10% over W = 1 (i.e., a direct gain of 5%), but at the price of increasing more than 200% training time over W = 1. As a compromise scheme, we choose W = 7 to balance the accuracy improvement and training time cost. On the whole, the increase of W has a positive impact on the accuracy but leads to much higher computation cost, and the experimental result of the LSTM shows the relative improved ratio is close to 10%. As for the accuracy, Fig.9(a) says the same trend as demonstrated in the work [35] .
C. COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS
We harnessed LSTM and investigated its applicability in the PCRS. Several traditional channel recommendation methods described in Sec.IV-B are used to compare with the LSTM recommendation. To further compare their recommendation performance, we conduct some experiments using these baseline methods again for popular channels recommendation, namely PS, PP, SVD, and SVD PW (Pairwise). The result is shown in Fig. 10 . Because we provide data for the score matrix by the same means of PP and then make matrix decomposition by SVD, the result of the SVD method is similar to that of PP. As for the recommendation accuracy, the LSTM outperforms the others. There are more comparison experiments and analyses on several other recommendation methods and some fusion schemes in our prior work [5] .
We empirically found the channel popularity significantly influences the recommendation performance, an ideal design on separate learning is therefore to be presented at Sec.V-C with a classified learning algorithm, i.e. SL Algorithm 1, for every one of users in order to enhance the performance of PCRS. To further study recommendation accuracy for hot and cold channels, we conducted a series of experiments on Combined Learning (CL) and Separated Learning (SL) respectively. In the experiments, we adopted Rule 3 to distinguish hot and cold channels. A boxplot shows the ratios of VOLUME 6, 2018 hot channels among the selected 300 users data [44] during 24 testing days in Fig. 11(a) . The four types of experiments with original output labels, noted as Hot, Cold, SL and CL, were conducted and the recommendation accuracies are shown in Table 1 , in which Hot and Cold represent recommending with a LSTM trained by only hot channels or by only cold channels, respectively. Tons of experiments demonstrate that the separated learning model significantly outperforms the others in precision and recall but an extra price of hit lag. The average accuracy of SL method for user i, noted A SL (i), is calculated by Eqt. (6) and the improvement ratio of SL to CL is defined as IR sl2cl = (A SL − A CL )/A CL shown in the fifth column of Table 1 . And Fig. 11(b) shows the per-user Top-3 accuracy with LSTM from user1 to user300. The red, blue and green curves represent the accuracy for hot channels with HANN, cold channels with CANN and all channels with the SL method, respectively. It is clear that while the ANN is quite accurate for hot channel recommendation, its accuracy for cold channels is not good enough. Fig. 11(c) compares the average accuracy when recommending all channels using CL versus using SL, from which we can see SL often outperforms CL unless under few situations when the popularity of majority of channels in testing day has occasionally an abrupt change. The gain of average accuracy for Top-3 recommendation using SL over using CL is 19.41%. The result shows SL brings a significant contribution to the gain of accuracy (about 20%).
In Fig. 12 , we compare with the accuracies of hot, cold, and all channels using SVD, SVD Pairwise, and LSTM at kind configuration, respectively. Here, we found LSTM significantly outperforms the others when recommending for hot and all channels, but it has no obvious advantage when recommending for cold channels. Reasoning the experimental result, we understand that deep learning by LSTM with a historical switch sequence brings a great contribution to personalized channel recommendation if there are enough logs data for training, while pairwise channels used by SVD actually are a sequence in length of 2, and the recommendation methods with SVD can lead to a better result for cold channels than for hot channel because of using more mutual information among other users. How to improve the performance of cold boot channel and unpopular channels should be further investigated in the future channel recommender systems.
D. IMPACTS OF CHANNEL LABEL SPACE
We found a compact channel label space leads to better recommendation effectiveness than sparse one in LSTM-based live channel recommendation systems. Based on aforementioned channel label compression in Sec.V-A.3, the accuracy with compact labels for training outperforms that with the original labels in our adopted LSTM models, which is shown in Fig.13(a) and Fig.13(b) . Fig.14 shows the gain of compact labels over the original labels, which is defined as IR C = (A C − A O )/A O , here A C is the accuracy with compact labels from Fig. 13(a) while A O comes from Fig. 13(b) . Through the experiments, we found compact labels have a positive impact on the accuracy over the original labels, and the improvement is ranked in descent as [Cold, CL, SL, Hot]. This result demonstrates that compact labels benefit most the learning of cold channels with CANN and the gain is more than 10% over the original labels, and the impact on HANN is not as significant, the improved ratio is no more than 5%. The improvement from compact labels also decreases with the number of watched channels and the ratio of hot channels within HANN, SL and CL systems. As shown in Fig.14 , the more candidates from Top1 to Top5, the less improvement of accuracy, because A O related to original label space increases if more candidates are recommended. However, cold channels in CANN have much more increase and possibly lead to more gain because the original A O of cold channels is smaller. These characteristics are pretty different form the aforementioned research. Thus, it can be seen that compact labels benefit sparse representation of cold channels. Numerical results are given in the tables of Fig.13 .
Following the analysis in Sec.VI-B that the width of training window has a positive impact on the accuracy, Fig.13(c) and Table 2 further show the accuracy with a large training window size of W = 24 days outperforms that with a smaller size of W = 7 days. Specifically, data from the first 24 days are used for training, and data from the last 7 days are used for testing, similar to our prior work in [5] . Compared with the result using compact label in the tables of Fig.13(a) with training window size of W = 7 days, the recommendation accuracies are improved considerably (about 10%) versus those of W = 24, due to the longer training data. This is accordance with the results in Sec.VI-B. Compared with the result using original labels in Fig. 13(a) at the same context, the recommendation accuracies are also improved about 10% in average versus the results in Table 1 , due to the compact labels for sparse representation.
VII. DISCUSSION AND PROSPECTIVE
The main objective of this paper is to demonstrate how a channel switch sequence matches better with LSTM learning and to give unpopular channels a fair chance to be recommended in order to alleviate Matthew effect. All the results exhibit that user behaviors when watching cold channels are more diverse than those when they watch hot channels. The conventional recommendation systems based on previous the probability of consumed items in the training set would lead to critical Matthew effect in future application phase. The presented LSTM model is not only suitable for recommending hot channels but also for recommending the cold ones. The whole trend is shown in Fig.15 .
Several issues on the presented method are discussed as follows. First, the proposed framework uses only live channel viewing series which are easier to acquire than the information required in fusion recommendations, and the method based on a channel sequence can be fused into other learning systems. We believe fusion with multiple attributes may further improve the performance. Secondly, the presented PCRS framework is also compatible with other recommendation models, such as CF, Matrix Decomposition, Decision Tree and other ANNs. We will pursue this in our future work. Thirdly, the number of nodes (i.e. sequence length) used for prediction and the width of training windows should be chosen according to the specific applications, and the result from this paper is mined from a real IPTV dataset and can be used as a reference in IPTV channel recommendation systems with the LSTM model. Fourthly, the separate learning for classified recommendation realizes a fair recommendation for channels with different popularity and achieves good precision and recall performance in a variety of experiments, especially for cold channel recommendation. Meanwhile, it incurs an extra price of hit lag because of the randomness in user channel access, namely a user may switch channels multiple times before hitting the recommended one. Furthermore, it may be inferred that multi-classification by popularity probably brings higher precision with k-means or similar clustering algorithms, but more lags and choices may interfere with user viewing experience.
In practice, the SVD-based CF methods must use switch logs of many users and are more suitable to run at server side. For our proposed LSTM methods, for the training phase, to achieve high accuracy, it only needs individual switching logs of a user. Although the computation complexity of LSTM is usually higher than SVD, the computation complexity for learning with the log of one user is generally much less than that of a group of users. On the other hand, the trained LSTM network only needs the target user's latest channel switch sequence to generate online recommendation, so the actual recommendation can be run on the client side. It can therefore be applicable for a mobile device or STB to run both the offline learning and online recommendation. In short, the proposed method is more practical than SVD or other CF methods and can work on the client side without exchanging information with other users.
As for future challenges, real user experience for a channel recommender system is of significance and difficulty to acquire for performance evaluation. We will do our best to design a feedback system for collecting user behavioral data after a recommendation algorithm is deployed in IPTV systems in future. In addition, we will focus on creating more chance for recommending a channel after its cold boot and before being a hot one. We will also pay our attention to the research on the lag of recommendation and cold boot in our future work.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a framework of personalized channel recommendation with dynamic data provisioning via deep learning from historical channel switching sequences in IPTV systems. In the proposed framework, a sliding window is used to control the provisioning of training data and a training matrix is constructed with channel switching sequences for LSTM neural networks. The experiments showed that LSTM is suitable for live channel recommendation. It's found that the amount and organization of training data have important impacts on recommendation performance of LSTM. Our study identified several significant factors for the design of IPTV channel recommendation systems, including the compact label space, wide enough training window, adequate predicting sequence length and diversity in channel popularity. Furthermore, we presented a classified recommendation method driven by separate learning based on the popularity of channels in order to alleviate the Matthew effect suffered by the conventional recommendation methods. We showed that hot and cold channels have quite different characteristics and one should use separated LSTMs, instead of a combined LSTM, to generate fair recommendations for channels. For future work, we will plan to make a fusion of LSTM with other proposed channel RSs, and further focus on the balance among precision, recall, response lag, and other metrics of recommendation systems.
